Securing an equitable learning environment for all students

IDRA EAC-South
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About Us

Going on five decades of success in helping schools, IDRA’s capacity-building technical assistance, training and professional development has assisted hundreds of schools and districts in addressing civil rights-related complaints and equity issues.

The IDRA EAC-South builds bridges among administrators, teachers, parents, students and community members so that all stakeholders can find that common higher ground where all students will benefit inclusive of race, gender, national origin or religion.

We also provide several innovative equity- and social justice-based products for the field, including:

- Podcasts
- Newsletters
- Webinars
- Equity Walks
- Infographics
- eBooks
- Online Toolkits

Equity assistance center serving schools in the U.S. South to protect students’ civil rights
Upon request the IDRA EAC-South works with local education agencies to create asset-based solutions that result in equitable educational opportunities for all students. #Equity4All

Our collaborative technical assistance and training leads to successful results, including:

- Eliminating segregative schooling practices
- Reducing disproportionate school discipline
- Increasing access to advanced courses for all students
- Improving teaching quality for emergent bilingual students
- Addressing bullying and sexual harassment
- Creating positive school climates and reducing bias
- Building sustainable family engagement and leadership
- Countering opportunity gaps and resource inequities
- Enacting integrated schooling practices

Fill out our intake form online to see how the IDRA EAC-South may best serve you

www.idraeacsouth.org
Levels of Technical Assistance

Universal – general dissemination of resources
Targeted – focused, short-term
Intensive – comprehensive, long-term

IDRA EAC-South Theory of Change

For targeted and intensive service, the IDRA EAC-South provides a customized technical assistance plan premised on our theory of change.
Four Equity Areas of Focus

**Race**
Promoting equity for students of all races helps schools ensure equal opportunity for learning. Race equity includes integrated schooling and healthy learning climates.

**National Origin**
Achieving national origin equity means tackling challenges related to language and immigration discrimination, by creating strong programs and supports for English learners and immigrant students and families.

**Gender / Sex**
Promoting sex and gender equity can help schools ensure equal access to rigorous coursework, a healthier and safe learning climate, and high quality teaching. Gender equity includes extracurricular participation and eliminating gender identity bias.

**Religion**
Securing religious equity requires tolerance, understanding and acceptance from all parties to promote the safest, most inclusive learning environment for public school students.
IDRA EAC-South

Our equity assistance center provides free or low-cost technical assistance to schools in federal Region II: Washington, D.C., Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas and Virginia.
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